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A B S T R A C T

This paper deals with the organization of the interac-
tion region of a double ring fi-factory in the conditions
of a comparatively small energy difference between
the beams. Besides the well known fact of advantages
for the observation of CP violation, this approach
gives also the benefit for a storage ring design. The
foundations of the approach are given and a variant

of the scheme design is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we formulate the solution of the central question
of the 4X7 GeV asymmetric fi-factory design — the question of the
interaction region arrangement. Why does it seem very important to
us? The matter is that for this beam energy difference (not very
small and at the same time not very large) up to day the very pos-
sibility of the solution of this problem without luminosity lost com-
pared to the symmetric case was not clear. At the same time the
asymmetry of 4X7 GeV is very attractive due to some important
reasons. Beginning approximately from this asymmetry all physical
advantages of observation the decays of moving fl-mesons are alrea-
dy realized and one can consider this as a lower limitation on the
beam energy difference. On the other hand, one faces with the follo-
wing dilemma as the asymmetry increase. If the energy difference is
not yet very large, it is difficult, if possible at all, to focus both
beams at the interaction point (IP). When the energy difference is
large, this problem falls away, but another one comes —a high cost
of such a mashine.

2. CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

To start up the description of interaction region scheme we
would like to base the choice of the dispersion and beta-functions at
the IP, emittances and beam energy spreads. We supposed, that



besides a high luminosity our б-factory should certainly possess a
monochromatic property, which allows to have an energy resolution
in centre-of-mass system about 1 MeV —much less than the beam
energy spread. It immediately specifies a strictly determined appro-
ach for the choice of parameters—low beam emittances and large
dispersion functions at the IP. With an accurate determination of
coordinates of the event vertex it gives

o w = —

where indexes 1,2 are related to 7 GeV (strong) and to 4 GeV
(weak) beam respectively, W=2\EiE2 is the centre-of-mass
energy, E is the beam energy, sn is the horizontal emittance,

J=fh, (2)

\f> is the dispersion function and 0/, is the horizontal beta-function at
the IP. Our second issue was the size of the storage ring. It seemed
to us reasonable to limit circumference of storage rings with 600 m.
Therefore, bending radii Ri=bO m and R2 = 30 m were chosen and
having the damping partition numbers of synchrotron oscillations
G,,=2 and Gs, = 1 we get for a beam energy spread

To make a better estimation of emittances one needs before a
qualitative introduction with beam separation scheme. The beams
are separated by a magnetic field due to the difference of the ben-
ding radii of strong and weak beams. It is important to us now,
that the magnetic field starts just behind the IP (see Fig. I) and
finishes only at the second quadrupole lens. The synchrotron radia-
tion (SR) on this part swings beam emittances and, certainly, does
this stronger, when values of the magnetic field and / are higher:

Here Дел is the emittance advance on the separation scheme bends
for two interaction regions on the ring, H is the magnetic field, L is
the length of the bend, GH is the damping partition number of the
horizontal oscillations. According to (I) and (3) two interaction
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regions give for ow a minimum value independent on J\ and /2-
Therefore, one should follow some compromise for a better choice of
the magnetic field. For better separation it is preferable to have a
higher field, but for smaller swing of emittances the field should be
small. We stopped at H = A kGs and for L = 2 m, /i = 6 0 cm,
/2 = 30 cm we get eAl = 1.6- 10~Bcm-rad, еЛ2 = 3.6- 10~7cm-rad, and
aw limit of 1 MeV. Now, the lowering of the bending radius and
increase of the damping number for horizontal betatron oscillations
for the low energy ring becomes clear. The goal was to make mini-
mum attainable ow smaller due to the stronger damping.

The emittance excitation on the storage ring lattice is equal to

4, Л _ o 1 Q -4/- E \ 2 1

It is quite reasonable to make 8ЛО~ДБА, that gives aw=\A MeV. To
have such emittances one should make Qi = Q 2 = 1 8 .

Thus, we determined beam energy spreads and horizontal emit-
tances as well as /i and /2 values. Now, we determine beam para-
meters at the IP and the vertical emittances. A choice of vertical
beta-functions is almost evident because it is always beneficial to
have them equal to a r.m.s. bunchlength. In our case it is 1 cm for
both beams. The choice of PA and vertical emittances is more proble-
matic. Here one should take several factors into account. The first
is the desire to have equal sizes at the IP for both beams. Fur-
ther, one should provide with realistic emittances, energy spreads
and focusing by the first quadrupole lens those beam sizes after the
first lens which already allow to use here a special lens influencing
oppositely on each beam and finally, beam cross sections at the IP
should be matched with beam intensities to provide maximum per-
missible beam-beam tune shift £„. All these things taking into acco-
unt we choose р"л,=40 cm, t|)| = 50 cm, jJA2 = 50 cm, г|)2 = 40 cm and
optimal coupling e^/e*, =0.01 and е„3/ел., = 0.03.

Now, for luminosity calculation we need to specify the values of
% and the collision frequency /. In the separation scheme described
below, we suppose to provide separation of the beams already at
2 m from the IP (̂  = 75 MHz). It will allow with !„, = £„, = 0.05
and other beam parameters determined above to have a luminosity
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Fig. I. The interaction region scheme.



3. INTERACTION REGION

3.1. Choice of Separation Scheme

In a magnetic separation scheme with a large energy difference
between the beams the separation must be completed before entran-
ce of the nearest to the IP quadrupole lens for the strong beam. In
our case of a comparatively small energy difference this lens can be
made common for both beams. So the separation scheme begins
with initial separation magnet and common vertically focusing
quadrupole lens as shown in Fig. 1. The overfocusing effect of the
lens on the weak beam and the opposite effect on the strong one
are compensated by a double lens with a different gradient sign for
each beam in a place where the separation is already sufficient for
its installation (see Fig. 2). To increase beam separation, an addi-

Fig. 2. The double quadrupole lens.

tional dipole magnet is placed between the main and compensating
lenses, and the main lens is shifted with respect to weak beam tra-
jectory so that it passes through the same magnetic field as in the
magnets. At the same time strong beam is shifted to the lens centre
as it moves along the lens, so the magnetic field on its trajectory is
gradually reduced. Consequently, the lens separates beams more
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effectively than a magnet installed in the same place. A question
arises why the separation begins with the magnet rather than with
the shifted lens directly. The point is that the main problem of the
chosen scheme is the weak beam overfocusing and from that point
of view to begin with magnet is preferable. In practice the first lens
is moved away from the IP till the value of vertical beta-function
holds reasonable.

A position of the double lens is determined as a result of a com-
promise based on the following considerations. On the one hand, it
is desirable to move it away as far as possible for having better
beam separation. On the other hand, with a large gap from lens to
lens, this lens ceases to compensate the weak beam overfocusing
due to decrease of vertical beta-function, and increase of the hori-
zontal beam dimensions in it.

The horizontally focusing l.enses can be considered for each
beam independently because of already sufficient beam separation.

The layout of the separation scheme is shown in Fig. I. In
Fig. 3 the graphs of the optical functions are presented. We install

<o го 30м

ю 15 гО 25 30 М

Fig. 3 The behaviour of the optical functions at the interaction region.



the first separation magnet in 40 cm apart from the IP and in the
nearest parasitic crossing (2 m apart from the IP) already have the
separation of 15 mm. The vertically focusing quadrupole lens is
placed in 120 cm apart from the IP and allows to receive at the IP
p\.= 1 cm with the value of Pi.-function on the lens about 200 m.

Let us make some explanations of one more feature of scheme —
a large value of J at the IP. The choice of comparatively small
(5/i-functions ~50 cm at the IP leads to rather large values of
pV functions in the region of horizontally focusing lenses. This fact
can be used to excite the required value of / by installing magnets
in that place since the advance of betatron tunes from that point to
the IP is near the optimal value of л/2. The rest magnets and len-
ses shown in Figs I, 3 provide the appropriate geometry of the
rings, p-functions, and zero ^-function in RF cavities section.

3.2. Design of Interaction Region

A detailed consideration of the scheme element design is beyond
the scope of this article. Here we show only the principal possibility
of the solution and discuss some of its variants.

Let us start with double quadrupole lens. An example of such a
lens design is presented in Fig. 2. This lens can be considered as
joining of two quadrupole lenses in such a way that they have a
common pole. The hyperbola radius is determined by the require-
ment of a sufficient aperture for beams and good field quality in
the aperture, that in its turn is determined by an air gap at a poini
of hyperbola cutting. A minimum gap height is fixed by a require-
ment to let the weak beam synchrotron radiation pass to the com-
mon absorber. A partial compensation of the hyperbola cutting
influence can be done by an appropriate trimming of a poletip. The
list of lens parameters is as follows: the length is 25 cm, the gradi-
ent is +3.1 kGs/cm, the hyperbola radius is 15 mm, a good gradi-
ent region along the horizontal axis is ± 1 0 mm. The required
dimensions of the useful aperture for the strong beam are
Ax—±9 mm. Аг=±18 mm; for the weak one: /4*= ± 9 mm,
Л г = ± 5 mm. The distance between the lens centres is equal to the
distance of 41 mm between the beams.

We also consider the variant of the lens with a continuous pole
of a neutral sort. In this case, however, we must solve the problem
of SR absorption on this pole. On the other hand, the opportunity to
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divide Ihe lenses in space appears that probably weakens the requi-
rements for the beam separation.

Another important feature of separation scheme is the placement
of a part of its elements inside the detector with a longitudinal
magnetic field. To protect these elements from the outer field it was
decided to put them in a conically widening iron shield with a com-
pensating superconducting coil around it (see Fig. 4). If the current
in the coil per unit length along the axis is the same as in the outer

0 1M 2M .

Fig. 4. The detector arrangement.

solenoid then the detector field is not disturbed. However, in this
case the field inside the shield is the same as the outer field. It even
increases due to a hole in the shield for the magnetic elements, tho-
ugh a part of a longitudinal magnetic flux can- pass through their
yoke. All that results in increasing of the current in the compensa-
ting coil for the reduction of a magnetic flux that saturates the iron
shield. Consequently, the homogeneity of the detector field is
slightly disturbed (the local inhornogeneity reaches 2— 3%).

Among the advantages of such an approach we can mention the
opportunity to use iron for dipoie magnet and quadrupole placed
inside the detector and also rather small solid angle about 2%
taken away from a detector.

Let us sketch out the design of the dipoie magnet and quadru-
pole lens (see Figs 5, 6). Both of the elements have superconduc-
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Fig. 5. The dipole magnet:
/ is the dipole superconducting coil; 2 is the dipole iron; ,4 is the SR absorber; 4 is nitrogen

cooling pipes; 5 is the iron shield; 6" is the superconducting compensating coil.

Fig. 6. The quadrupole lens:
/ is the quadrupole superconducting coil; 2 is the quadrupole iron; 3 is the SR absorber; 4 is nit-

rogen cooling pipes; 5 is the iron shield: 6 is the superconducting compensating coil.



ting coils and a closed yoke that enables to form the necessary
magnetic field with a minimum element dimensions. The SR falls on
the absorber inside the vacuum pipe.

The magnet length is 75 cm, the magnetic field is 4 kGs. An
uniform field is achieved by the placement of a superconducting coil
in the air gap of the magnet. The required aperture for beams is
Ax= ± 7 mm, Аг=±\3 mm.

The quadrupole lens length is 55 cm, the gradient is 3 kGs/cm.
The lens is designed according to the Panofsky scheme and has an
uniform gradient in all the aperture. The lens axis is horizontally
shifted with respect to the detector axis by —4 mm at the entrance
and by + 1 2 mm at the exit.

4. BACKGROUND OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

In the interaction region scheme of asymmetric B-factory descri-
bed above the SR background is a problem of the exceptional
importance. This is due, of course, to a location of radiation sources
just inside the detector. How to struggle here with the growing
back-ground? The question is not a new one and there are a lot of
recommendations on this subject (see, for example, [1]). The main
feature of every approach is the protection of a thin vacuum pipe of
the vertex detector from the direct SR by SR absorbers placed near
it and reducing as much as possible the number of photons reflected
from absorbers and other elements of the vacuum chamber and hit-
ting the detector.

In our case, this problem is solved as follows. On each side of
the vertex vacuum pipe with the radius of 2 cm and the length of
20 cm the special vacuum chamber is situated. It serves simulta-
neously for two functions —the absorption of the SR and the
collimation of reflected photons (see Fig. 7). By its remote end
which is placed 26 cm from the IP, this chamber shields vacuum
pipe of the detector from the SR of one beam and by its inner sur-
face it absorbs the SR from another beam. This SR falls on the
absorber which has a shape of the wedge with the length of 16 cm
and the height in the basis of 4 mm. The functions of the wedge
consist in the distribution of the absorbed SR power on the larger
surface and in the collimation of the reflected SR. Beside this, the
reflected SR is collimated by the aperture of the main channel.
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Fig. 7. The collimator and SR absorber.

Thus, photons after one reflection can reach the vacuum pipe of the
detector only inside the solid angle of 10~2sr, if the SR falls on the
beginning of the wedge and 10" 4sr, if the SR falls on the end of
the wedge. The improvement can be done by an accurate adjust-
ment of the orbit.

The vacuum chamber described above has to be made from cop-
per and its inner surface should be covered by silver.

5. SUMMARY

Thus, it is in principle clear how to arrange the collisions of
4 GeV and 7 GeV beams. Besides the well known fact of advan-
tages for the observation of CP violation, this approach gives also
the benefit for a storage ring design.

The first advantage is the possibility to replace the small num-
ber of very intensive bunches by the large number of bunches with
a low intensity due to the fast beam separation in the magnetic
field. As a result the smaller number of particles per bunch practi-
cally takes off the questions of microwave instability and bunch
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lengthening. However, all problems of multibunch instability are
remained and they become even more complicated. But, neverthe-
less, the solution of these problems seems to be easier.

Another attractive feature is the possibility to place the first
quadrupole lens close to the IP and simplify as a result the prob-
lems associated with micro-beta-functions.

On the base of the described above choice of the beam parame-
ters and the design of the interaction region scheme, the calcula-
tions of storage rings of the asymmetric 4X7 GeV B-factory with
two interaction regions were done to obtain more accurate values
for all parameters. The result is tabulated below.

Parameters of asymmetric 4X7 GeV B-factory

Beam energy (GeV)
Circumference (m)
Emittance (m-rad) X 10~10 ex

Energy spread (10~3)
Damping partition number Gs

Gh

Bending radius (m)
Betatron frequency Qv

QH
Synchrotron frequency Qs

Momentum compaction (10~3)
Accelerating voltage (MV)
Bunch length (cm)
Synchrotron radiation power (MW)
Crossing parameters (cm) (5/,

Particles per bunch (1010)
Number of bunches
Tune shift £t.

Centre-of-mass energy (GeV)
Centre-of-ma'ss energy spread (MeV), ow

Peak luminosity ( c m " V ) X ! 0 3 3

Number of interaction regions
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7
600
250
2.5
2.5
0.9
1.8
1.2
50
24
25
0.024
2.8
10
1
3.2
40
50
1
6
150
0.05
0.008

4
588
80
2.2
2.2
0.9
1.3
1.7
24
25
26
0.018
2.1
4
1
0.9
50
40
1
8
147
0.05
0.009

10.6
1.4
5
2
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